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Abstr

The aggregat differences in the earnings of blacks and whites are
well known, but the sources or determinants of these differences are much

less known or understood. A variety of factors--including skill differ-
ences, varying demands for workers, and discrimination--probably influences

the observed differences. Yet., disentangling these factors ana assessing

their relative importance has been difficult.
O

This paper concentrates upon earnings-variations that result from back-
ground or "skill differences" (schooling levels and labor market experi-
ence), differences in the tewards tb these characteristics, and differ-
ences in the labor market locations of, blacks and whites. Using data from

the Public Use Samples of the 1970 Census of Population, individual earn-
ings functions specific to race, schooling groups, and specific local labor

malOets are estimated. On the basis of these, estimates of the importance

of the thrde sources of differences are made. A

7

This estimation indicates regional location differences between black
and wIe workers have a rather modest effect on aggregate earnings differ-
ences. Differences in schooling and experience, by themselvei, could
account for 11-14 percent of the earnings gap between races/ Hower,
holding constant the schooling and experience levels of blAcks and whites,
ninety percent of the earnings gap would be closed if blacks earned the
same for schooling and experience as whites did.

Nevertheless, because .of the limited information about "skill differ-
ences" among workers, it is not possible to conclude that this is simply

discrimination. Perhaps a substantial portion of -the measured-tliffer-

ences could arise from qualitative differences in schooling or experience,

unmeasured ability differences, and so forth. Distinguishing betwee,pure
discrimination and the effects of unmeasured worker differences is not
possible within the confines of available data. This work does place a

bound on possible influences of discrimination, however, andthe potential
effect is large.

.
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An unmistakable fact of U.S. society is the disparity of incomes between

blacks 'and whites, At an aggregate revethe income of a tyical black fa-

. mily is some 60 percent of that for a typical white'family.
1

It is less clear

what causes these differences. Whiirace per'se.undoubtedly Enters, it is

clear14' an oversimplification to label all differences simply as due to dis-

crimination. The typical black and white worker differs in terms of school

.
ing, experiences, jbb choices, residential location, and a myriad of other

factors that might affect earnings. The determination of the importance

each of these poSsible sources of differences is eential whenever one con-
.

tiders possible policies that might be introduced to ameliorate,the observed

'differences.

This paper attempts to decompose the observed earnings -differences bet;

ween blacks and Aites into more fundamental factors. These differences

can, very generally, arise from ayariety of underlying factofs--including
. ,

differences in the sChool4ng and experience levels of individuals (as,rhigh-

lighted by much active governmental policy), differences in the "quality" of

schooling and experiences, differences in "general abjlities".of the popula-

tion,, and differences in the rewards to these factors.

The probleM is, howe e , more complicated than.this. The rewards to any

specific .factors represent market outcomes that aggregate the supplies of in

dividual characteristics and.the demands for these. The dennds foj: specific

factors may well vary across labor Markets, implying that th'e rewards, say

O

The precise ratio varies depending on the :Specific year, the comparison
made (such as family income, individual income, etc.), and'so forth. Yet,

no ter whatthe.comparison, the observed differences remain substantial.

- 1 - '\
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for given amounts of schooling, may vary
.

across labor markets. When earnings

of individuals are aggregated and compared across race, the'specific cistri-

bution of in \ividuals across labor markets will enter into aggregate
I

inns.

The panoply of possible explanations and factors en

\ing

into observed

t\rnings differences far exceeds our current analytical ab lities. As a re-

.. , 1

all analytical efforts must concentrate upon afmore limited range ofstilt

factors. This analysis is,no exception. The foval point of this analyqis. is

the interaction among skill .differences of workers,,geopraphic loCation(or

labor market),' and race. Skill,differences are measured by schooling and ex-

perience levels. The novelty of the analysis is allowing or teractions

with specific labor markets 'instead of (as is. more typi-eal) averaging across

different labor markets. The motivation for this is described in the next

section.

The generalization of the* analysis to consider jAlteractions with specif-

ic labor markets is, however, not without costs. Both because of data limi-
.

tations and because of thellecessity to simplify th analysis in other

sions, the characteristics 4sed to, describe differences.amtng individuals are

quite parsimonious (schooling and experience levels),= This introduces some
9

ambiguilties into t0"--anatlysis. If we look at individuals with the sane mea-
.

sured characteristics such as same age and years of schOoling, the earnings,

even within a given labor market, can differ. This Could arise either be-

cause of differences in unmeasured characteristics, such-as eluality of

schooling, .or because of discrimination. As discussed below, differentiating

2 As described below, some attempts are made to capture differences in school

quality. Further, the analysis does'control for employment status and work

time. .
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between "unmeasured ouality differences" and discrimination is generally not

possible. It is' possible at least to place bounds on the'magnitude of such,

differences--regardless of which inderlying explanation is true. gut, within

the confines of the available data and the analysis, it is not possible to go

further in decomposing the earnings differences.

This work builds upon general analyses of earnings determination. HQW-

ever, there is no single Model of earnings determination; insteac', there have

.been .4 variety of alternative app,k.oaches, each highlighting a different as-

Rect of labor market operations. ,This research melds together the key ele-

ments of the major approaches followed in the past.

IF_

I. THE ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

The durreritly dominant strand of research utilizes the framework of hu-

man capital. This approach concentrates upon supply side .decisions of indi-,

Individuals make a series of investment decisions, such as .s.chool-

frig or on-the-job training decisions. These decisions are-riade with he

expectation of 'higher earnings in the future: Individuals pay for training

that enkances skills, either through direct payment or thikough for!egone

earnings. Once obtained, these increased skills can be marketed, and the 'in-

.

dividual receives higher future earnings. -This approach has bean pursued in

a multitude of theoretical and empirical studies (see, for example, the re-

views by Mincer(1972) and Rosen(1977)). The focus7of these studies is heter-

ogeneity of 4kers, as measured by such things as schooling differences,
e

ability, and experience. Observed earningt differentials are explained Iv

differences n worker characteristics.

/
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However, while human capital research is the dominant stream of re-

search, it is not the only one. An,alternaIive view, which Hstoricaly pre-

ceeded this research, concentrated notion differences among workbr but on

aggregate earnings differences asirelated to Characteristics of workers' em-

ployment. In particular, aggregate earnings differences nave been decomposed

by employing indd'Stry, by occupation, and by location or region of employ-

ment. 'chile these studies have seldom Considered differences in Jorker char-
.

acteristics,3 the implicit notion is that these employment characteristics

represent the key. determinants of earnings differenceS. Although generally

not explicit, the underlying notion seers to be that barriers in mobility of

Norkers prevent adjustment to earnings differences and allow differences in

demands for workers to be reflected in wages.

A third line of research concentrates explicitly upon the demand for

workers. This research generally. begins from consideration of production

functibns' and --jevelops the derived demand for different workers based upon

the prOduction technollogy. 'This-line of modeling, which assumes fixed sup--

plies of workers, has generally concentrated upon internatiovl via72 differ-.

erces or intertempOral wage differences for a given country (e.g.',

Dresch(1975)).

These research efforts have seldom been integrated In any 4:/ay.
a

This

seams both peculiar and' unfortunate. Each of the separate research lines ap-.

pears to offer some confirmation of the 'importance of the different perspec-'

3
An exception is Fuchs(1967).

4
There are a few scattered exceptions to this statement. As noted,
Fuchs(1967) considei.s.both differencesin individual characteristics of
corkers and regional or labor market differences. Johnson(1970) considers
relative demands simultaneously 4th migration and regional differences.
Nevertheless,, there has been little eifort to consider systematically the
importance of the different perspectives.

- 4 - 9



tives. F example, virtually all human capital studieS f=ind that different

characteristics of workersare'highly correlated' lith earnings differences;

each of theldecompositions, based upon industry, occupation, or region, like-

wise find significant differences in,earnings; and, :finally, demand studies

show systematic earnings variations, which are consistent with underlying no-

tions of Production functions and the derived demand for le)oY'. Yet, this .

joint consistency with the different perspectives'shoul6 make re suspicious.

The models of earnings determination captured by the various perspectives

are quite inconsistent with each other.

The inconsistencies arise in several areas. kman capital models assume'

perfect mobility of worker's and competitive labor markets; the' aggregate de-

comppsitions, however, rely uporl limited mobility and barriers to competition

(in the employment dimensions-identified by the separate studies). Human ca-

pital.models ignore any demand differences while the others bring these to

- the forefront. Aggregate decompositions, as noted,- generally neglect differ-

. enCe.s in workers (or compositional differences in the'labor force at the ag-

(gregate level), demand studies generally look at quite crude differences in

the labor force (say schooling in two-er three classes), and human capital.

studies consider at tiles quite extensive descriptions of individual worker

differences. The result is that these separate analyses provide conflicting

explanations*of the source of individual earnings differences.'

P 'dart of the differen4 in' the studies may not be so much a reflection of

inherent contradictions as simply consideration of different phenomena.
For example, the focus of the' demand studies is typically consideration of
aggregate wage differences among countries or across extended time periods.
In these, assumptions of fixed supply of labor (of specific.types) might be
appropriate, even though apparently contradictory to the focus of supply,
side models of the human capital type. Nevertheless, even after making al- ,

lowances for the different focuses of the studies, it seems difficult to
neglect the evidence that each type of study provides for the others.

-5=
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when we consider racial differences in earnings, yet more 'mode,ls cone

into the picture. :uch of the attention has concerned the existence and po-

tentialagn itude of discr.imination. Cn theoretical, level, a variety of

altern tive models have been suggested (see, for example, Freeman(1974)).

Ore c ass of models, following the initial ,yrk of Becker(1957), assumes com-

petitiVe labor markets with discrimination entering through the preferences

e-ployers or employees. A second class of models assumes imberft,

labor markets w-ith whites being able to command some market pd'ver (-e.g., Thu-
.-

row(1S:59,1975)). A third class concentrates upon information and "statist-
,

cal" hiring decisions e.g., t,IcQ11(1973) or Spfance(1972)). A final class

highlights the structure/rthe labor mr.rAt per se and the possibility of.

institutional restrictions (see, for example, the review by Oain(197O)).

The related empirical .;Ark, on discrimination is, kowever, only loosely

connected to the theoretical analyses. The essence of the empirical work is

the estimation of 'empirj,cal' earnings functibcs which attempt to characterize

iWerences among 'individuals in some detail. Once done, the'question be-'

cc,-es whether or, not one can detect' differences across race--either irr the

intercept or varioU1.5ttle parameters of the earni-ngs relationship. The dif-

ficulty in interpretation arises first from one's judgment about the a'equacv

of measurement of individual differences in skills. In perticul'ar, differ-
.

ences across race could simply'relect mean differences in characteristics

nQt measured or poorly measured in the earnings estimation. For example, if

school qvl'ity systematically differed by race and was not adequately mea-

sured, racelk!ifferences could be observed even though "identical" workers of

different races were paid exactly the same. Some attqmpts have een mule to

consider these issues with regard'to sch'bol quality (e.g., Welch(1972) or



o

'NLeiss(1970) and with regard to ability'(e.g., Grilichet and '-lason(1972)).

Even beyond the measltrneni issues, there is a deepe.r issue of interpreta-

tion.. Do observed differences arise from employer actions that are discrimi-

natory (such as offering less.treining to blacks as suggested hy)_a-

zaer(19791), or from different investment, strategies, in human.capitar terms,

by blacks and whites? Even if blacks ant' whites follow diffeemit investment°

strategies, s'-oul we still attribute at least part of the outcomes in ea:rn-

ings to a backdrop of discrimination in the la5cr markets?

These are rot the type of issues that are easily resolved. Availa5le

data are unlikely to allow any precise testing of the alternative theories of

discriTinatior..

This ,vork begins to integrate the alternative views of earnings determi-
. 4

4 . .

ration
,

with particular attention to difference& in earnings between blacks
,--

and whites. The central empio-tical work involves *estimation of earnings. rela-.
4. . . .

.tionships, of a standard type, for different local labor markets, schooling

groups, ard.race. This .analysis, which allows for both individual .differenc-

.
es and locally based demand diffeences, provides the basic data for investi-

gation of the alternative factors that enter into aggregate racial .iffereno-

es in earnings. -The next'section describes the empirical models and the

'data, thp subsequent-sections provide the empiriCal results.

2. EMPIRICAL MODELS AND DATA

Basic "odels. The heart of this investigation is consideration of the,inter-

actiors among , naraCteristics of individual ,:rorkers, and the reward

structures of individual labor markets. This section describes the basic no-

dels and approaches. However, at. the outset; itjmust be noted that tne com-

7
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plexity.of4thjs task, combined with the large data requirer;lents; requires

analysis of quite simplified models/ of ine ividual earnings. Thile the models .

actually estimated are widely used they ar e clearly incomplete ..,Then compared

to some of the more detailed investigations o

pl.ications of this for interpretation of resul
-- .

below.°

The basic approach of this study closelY, foil

f'individual earnings. The im-

are discussed in more detail

. empirical research into individual :.arnings. in the

ows much of the existing

specificatiC>1 of the basic

'statistical-models. It differs f cm previous work ch

of samples for estimation and in the interpretation of

lefly in consideration

the earn'ings models.

T most common apploach to the analysis oF individual earnings involves-A

firiding a sample of data that simultaneously measures inc

the characteristics of the individuals and then running a c

ividual earnings and

ross-sectional

pdrticular char-gression,of earnings on the idertifiedharacteristics. The

acteristics of indiliiduaTs tat are measured varies widely' acr oss studies

(and frequently are dictated more by, data availability than and erlying con-,

ceptual desirability). The exact fls and choice.ffof statistical
%,.

the estimation also differs significantly.

4L
!Itvertheless, the core of theestimation almost always .includes

.

methods for

ences in sdhooling and labor market experiences across individuSls.

differ-

analy;4 involVes estimation of what, in fact, has become the "standard
.

r-
L.

6

I I

All ofthe analysis will consider just earnings of'males. This reflects
'both the inadequacy of models to describe the character of earnings by fe
males and, relatedly,,inadequacy in the underlying data. In particular, a
will be apparent, actusl labor force experience is not directly observed;,
instead, "potential", experience, or time out o school, is used in'the es-
timation. For males,-thts.is not as severe prOblem as it is for females.
where intermittent labor f.orce arti iCipatio s more prevalent.

7
The sipplification'istat this,point are obvious. "Equation 1. is not meant to

--e-
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earnings relationship (following the development of Mincer(1974)):7

log Yi = a + b,S, + clEXi + c2Pi
2
+ Ui
I.

(Eq. 1)

where .\ log Yi = logarithm of annual earnings forindividuali

Si = years'of schooling of individual

EXi = years of "potential labor market experience" defined

as ,(S - Age = 6) for indivddual i

1

EX.
2

= potential. experience squared for individual i

i

stochastic' term in' earnings of individual i

a,bs,c1,c2 = unknown, parameters to be estimated'

Local Labor Markel/Differences. The actual estimation, fjciwevere requires

careful consider4i0, 'A central cern here is the definition of appropri-

ate samples for the estimation. While some inter

purely human capital analyses sUch as Mincer's(1074), attempt to-interpret

tions, particularly the

.

the relationships, from 'a st(ictly supply-side view, the parameters of the

earnings relationships must be thought of as reduced form parameters--parame-
t

ters that include both supply and demand side factors. Further, since the

estimated parameters are assumed to be constant across the population ana!

J

capture all individual differences that are important in earnings determi-
nation. Instead% it is meant to portray the most significant systematic
diTferences_and to provide an overall characterization df human capital
differences. Reliance upon such a simplified model is chieflydictated by
datavavailability. Since, as discussed belog4, an important element of this
work is the analysts of labor market differences, i; is necessary to-have
very large samples that contain geographic information. For this, the only
acceptable data set comes frorri'the Census of Population. But these data
are limited in terms of information about qualitative differences among in-
dividuals.

e . 4

- 9
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lyzed,
8

one Miist believe that the underlying structural relationships are the

same for the_entire sample. This would be violated if.labor markets ,ere

"local" in the sense of having different underlying deri-and'structures across

local areas and if the sample data were drawn from different labor markets.

In fact, past researth in earnings suggests that labor markets do indeed

have a local nature. In particular, past analyses along the lines of

Equation 1 have tended to concentrate upon national samples,.virtually every

time any attempt is made to account for' "regional" differences such differ-
;

.
endes'are found to be important. Reqtonal differences have been introduced

in a variety of ways: through introduction of regiongl dummy variables

(e.g., Souql), through stratification by large regions '(such as South and

nanSbuth), through, state dummy variables or state stratification's, or through

6

stratification by individual metropolitan areas. No matter how it is done,

the estimated geographic differences are invariably signisficimt
..

by itself, might not he entirely persuasive i4 indication problems

with the labor market aggregtion. Regional variations i4 labor mart:et re-

wards, at any point in time, might dot have any real substantive, effect on

the es theyif they simply reflected temporary, perhaps cyclic, different.-

es; that is, if tbasic under lying reward structure is the same, temporary

fluctuations from year to year would have little serious impact on the esti-

8
This is not completely necessary. One can think of the underlying fodel

.

as

having random coefficients, coefficients that differ across individuals.
If these parameters are drawn from a ,common distribution and-the parameters
for an individual pre independent of the individual's characteristics, one
can interpret the 'estimation results as estimating the population mean of
the parameter distribution. While estimation using ordinary least squares
may be inefficient, such estimation will be consistent as 11.1ng as the nor-
mal assumptiins for OLS are also appropriate.

9
This essentially follows from the,estimation of models with random coeffi-
cients; see footnote 3:



11.

mtion.9 The justification for such an assumption typically relies upon

simple theoretical models suggesting that regional _variations shouldn't

i'st: In particular, with competitive marks,ts and free mobility of labor, in-
a

dividuals should migrate to high wage areas." This will drive down wages,in

those areas (and raise them in sending areas), thus leading to equality of

earnings across regions.1°

However, tere'is other evidence that sugge4sts labor market differenCes

might have an important effect brith:g estimation of Equation 1. First, there

is the previously cited evidence that virtually any measure of regional dif-

ferences appears significant'in earnings estimation. 'Ioreover,there is.a

common pattern to these estimates; for example, earnings appear- consistently

lower in the South than in other areas. Second, this evidence, is consistent

with the aggregate decompositions'of earnings. These analyses show differ-

ences that remain T6ite stable over time- suggesting more than simple cyclic

variations about a common mean. Third, the4 is indirect evidence fr'om the

s

movement of\labor itself. ,lost models of labor migration identify earnings

differences as a key element in individual migration decisions.11 If indivi-

du'als migrate to obtain better earnings, one would not expect them to incur

the substantial monetary and psychic costs involved when the earnings differ-i

ences are short lived, i,e., when earnings differences at any point in time

are merely temporary fluctuation. moreover, the eyidence.on. inter-regional

r
10 An alternative theoretical argument rests on the free 'trade of goods

across regions. This argument; developed in the factor price equalization
theorems of international trade, indicates that labor earnings should be

_braught_iftto balance across regions--much .as it would be through the move-

mentof labor itself.

11 See Greenwood(1975) for a review of migration anAlysis and toe models typ-

ically employed. As noted there, the exact specification Afters across

studi6s, but differences in earnings possibilities quite uniformly enter.

I
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ts

migration is- itself suggestive. At the state level, net migration over long

periods of time is highly correlated (see4Hanushek(forthcomina)). This sug-
\

gests that, if mIgration is chiefly motivated by earnings differences, the

patterns of earnings differences themselves remain highly correlated over

time.'

Reconciling the theoretica) arguments, which argue against long term

earnings differences, with,the empirical evidence,'which suggests that such .

differences do exist, is beyond thp scope of this paper. However,.. the key to

such coorricts probably lies in the assumptions of the. theoretical models and

the interpretation of them. The theoretical arguments generally resume com-

petitive markets with no barriers to movement of labor (including no adjust-

r

ment.costs). They also assume no growth in the labor force, no changes in

der7an-df0T--MOT--,and so forth. Each of these simplifies the actual world

but are clearly inaccurate Further, the arguments consider the st c equi-

libirium that will be obtained after all adjustment has Occurred. Aile

*these may well describe the static. equilibrium that obtain, they say

nothing'about'the time path,4,or seed, of adjustment.
12

3ased Upon the available evidence of differences in labor market earn-

ings, the empirical analysis here makes such differences a central part of

the work. This enters chiefly in the definition of appropriate samples for

estimation. In particular, the basic estimation of Equation 1 is conducted

for individual metropolitan areas (Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas or

SMSAs). The ua4erlying presumption is that the labor market'fcr an individu-

al metropolitan area is competitive, and that the earnings parameters (a,

b
s'

c
1'

and c
2
)-represent reduced form coefficients specifii to a local area.

ti

12 Indeed, some analyses suggest that regional differences are narrowing over

time, even though they remain substantial.

- 12 -
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Aile the earnings paramers of a given area may bear some relationship to

those in other areas, through migration of firms and Mint-, they, are nonethe-

less allowed to differ in accordance to local differences in supply and de-

.mand conditions.

Sample Selection. The estimation relies upon data from the 1/100 Public Use
11.

,

Sample of the 1970 Census of Population. This sample provides basic data on

earrings, schooling, and age (which is transformed into potentia) experience)

for individuals. The chief advantage of these dat-a-is information on the

SYSA of residence for each individual. The chief disadvantage -sthe'limited

data atout individual characteristics. Individuals are stratified y so. 0

-the Equation 1-can be separately estimated for each"locallabor m rket--that-

is, the parameters of the relationship are .allowed to vary freely across

SMSAs.

=4. #,

The empirical work also goes further in the eliminationof restrictions
, .

on the earnings estimation. First, Equation 1, as stated, implies that the
4

marginal effect of different amounts schooling is constant across schooling

groups.
13 Additional flexibility in the earnings relationships is allowed by

also stratifying the data 'into two different schooling classes- -high school

diploma or, less (S less than-or equal t1.12 yeas) and greater than high
4

school eduation (S greater than or equal to 13). Note th-at the experieqe

parameters are also allowed to differ by schooliclass, reflecting either

differing levels oron-the-job training investments in skills or diffei-ing

6

13 yore precisely, since the model is specified is a semi-logarithmic farm,

it implies that the proportional increase in earnings for a year of

Schooling is ;onstant across all levels of schooling. In investment

terms, bs-has an interpretation of the rate of return on.a year of school-

ing, and thd rate of return Is assumed constant across levels of-school-

ing.

- 13 -
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average amounts of actual labor market experience for given amounts of

potential experience (that is, differing average unemployment rates). Sec-

ond, since a major focus of this paper is differences in earnings by race,

the data are further stratified by race (black and white). Therefore, for

each metropolitan,area, a total of four earnings relationships are consid-

ered--defined by schoolinq'class and race.

The data requirements-for such an exercise are clearly arge, and even

the Public Use Sample data are insufficient to allow estimation of all of the

relationships suggested'for each SPSA. Ir particular, sample sizes become

very small.for many S'SAs, especially when one considers groups that don't

appear too frequently such s highly educated blacks. A somewhat arbitrary 6

cut-off is imposed: Samples for any particular strata must include at least

25 obserVationt of the group.

This analysis also looks at just one aspect of total earnings differenc-

es._ The only earnings differences that are available from the Census data

refer to annual earnings (in 1959). Annual earnings, however, are Eompos,ed

of two elements--wage rates times amount of work. The same observed annual

earnings can arise from high wage and low ,mount of work time or a.low wage

and high amount of work time. The forces that affct work time may well dif-

fer from the forces that affect wage rates. In particular, we might believe

that work time (unemployment plus 'length ordrk week) are governed impor-

tantly by cyclic factors specific to °local areas whjle wage rates reflected

more fundamental differences in labor market conditions. Therefore, the fol-

lowing analysis pertains just to earnings Of individuals who stated they

4orked full-time (greater than-35 hours per week) and full-year (43 or more'

'hours per week.). For this group, annual earnings comes close to measuring

wage rates.
14.
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Table:i'indicates the °muter of regions (SMSAs) and number of

observations used in the estimation of the separate models: Since the ulti-

mte objective is a consideration of differences in earnings beteen blacks

whites.iwe only consider the estimated earnings for regions that contain

suffici nt observations of both blacks and whites (of a given schooling

group). Therefore, while earnings models could be estimated for whitts in

147 separately identified SMSAs, most of the analysis is restricted to the 34

SMSAs that also support estimation of black models for the high school strata

and to the 18 SMSAs that support estimation of black models for the college

a

strata. I terms of individual observations, there are a total of some

113,000 whites and 15-,000-black-s.- As noted, the blacks are considerably more

ir

concentrated in the high school group.

The table also describes the aggregate geographic distribution of the ob-

servatiOns. The SSAs are distributed across each of the census divisions,

with the largest concentrations foundin.the South.. '(Note that the regional
. 4

.distribution is dictated by the relative locations of blacks, since only

5NSAs contained substantial numbers of blacks7are includdd.

3. OVERALL EMPIRICAL RESULTS

The basic analysis calls for the estimation of 20d separate moms like

Equation 1; this co es from168 SNSA models for the high school group (34'

white and 34 bla k) and36 SMSA models for'tAe college group (18 white .and 13
<

. black).

14 The full sample selection Citeria were that individuals worked.fulti-time,

full-year; were not in sc ool; had positive eSrnings; and were between

ages 15 and 54. It was so required that individuals ha/a a known state

of birth; this wes used in attempts to'control for school quality, as de-

scribed below.

15 - ti
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Table 1:" Numbers of SMSAs and Observations

Total Northeast q.Central South West
Number of SMSAs

3345
26951

/--.

14
5

3269
23468

7

5865
24156

918
9'945

High School' 84
College -, 18

Number of ObservatiOns

High School
Black 13397
White 84520

College

448
/7416

.

425 .

,61.51;
339

511-8

-6-1ack 1600
White 28185

388
9200

21
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,Interpreting the results from this extensive estimation, is clearly

difficult when done on a case by case basis. .We therefore begin with an ove-

rall Summary of the results.

To begin with, we consider an overall analysis oaf varpnce of earnings

of individuals in the different groups (whites and blacks with different am-

- es$

ounts of .schooling). The variance of indiVidual earnings can be 'decomposed

into vortion reflecting mean differences across SMSAs (between region vari-
o

ance) and a remainder reflecting variance in. earnings within areas (within

region variance). The'within region variance can be.further decomposed into

a portion explained by differences among indivie'uals in the region (i.e.,

differences in schooling and experience) and a pqrtion unexplpred by these

measured characteristics%
\

Table 2 displays the results of s: h a decOmpaltibri .for all SOSAs avai-

15
. lable for the estimation.- Several things are worth no,ting in this table.

First, a substantial proportion of the totarearning.S,for the less educated

alb

.

black _group reflects mean differences in earnings across. the 34 metropolitan.

areas (i.e., 11 percent). While meandifferences'are les5 imbortZt for the

other groups, they still exist'. Second, the earnings model of'EqUatinn 1 ex-

,

plains between.7 and 21 percent of the individual variance Within regions.

Even though this appears modest, it must be remembei'ed that.th'Populatiols

estimation *e much more homogeneous th'aniustial. Through sample design

t ,

an stratification, any variance in earnings that could,be attributable-to

diff6ring unemployMent.rates, race, aggregate schooling class, or ,geographic_
12

differentials has already been eliminated.

1; For this analysis of variance, data on white earnings Scorn all 147 SMSAs

are used, 'not just those which also support-ettiMation of black earnings.

- 17 -
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Table 2: Decomposition Of Variance in^Individual Earnings
(Proportions of Individual Variance)

--- Between Region

High school

)

Within Region Total Expliined
b

Total Explaineda

Black_ .110 .890 .071 .173

White .038 .962 :105 .139

College
Black .026 .9,74 .169 .191

Wh-i te .027 1973 .209 .230'

Note:__ a. Proportiorrof fbe within region variance explained is

calculated as 1. - total within region residual sum of

'squares /total with region varklice in earnings.

b.,": Total explained variance is calculated as between region

variance plus proportion of within region variance' "mes
proportion of total varincice

2
) )-

4,0



The overall characterof the separate earnings models can he seen in Ta-

ble 3 that presents Z.n.e mean values Beach of the estimated coefficients for

the sampled S:.',SAs ,as a whole and for the individual census divisions. (The

estimates for the census divisions are baseds'upon aggregations of the indjvi-
.

dual S'1SA estimates within each division. The numbers of .separate.SrSAs

within each division are shown in Table 1. 14hile- individual St',S,As remain the

primaryrunit of analysis, the aggregation to census division is presented to

summarize score of the overall variation in earnings relations!ii'ps).1.5

Consider first the estimated schooling coefficients. These have an in-

terpretation of arate of return to additional years of schooling; that is,

the coefficient times 100 is the percqgtage increase in schooling associated

,

wi th an additional year of schooling. For the country as a whole, a black

with twelve or less year of schooling can expect earnings to increase by 3.9

percen't for each added-year of .schOoling; a similar white can expect a 4.9

percent increase. For bot4 races, toe return to additional secondary school-

ing is least in the West and greatest 'in the South. For the college educated

grow5, however, the added earnings from additional schooling is somewhat

higher for blacks than fOr whites. Further, the West is no longer the best

area of the country in terms of returns to schooling.

1* 16
.

In terms -of added.earnings with experience, white earnings consistently

rise faster than bladk earnings. This eVect is clearest for the college

group but is still seen for the high school group. At the same time, white

earnings are also more peaked (that is the negative coefficient on the quad-
.

ratiq term in experience is greater for_whites).

a

note that'the aggregations to census divisions are no longer "representa=.

tive" of the population because they rely upon the S%).SA,stratifications
and the existence of at leasf5 observations for each SSA. This; howev-

er, is unlikelrto causemajor.biases in the reults.

19 -
241
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Table 3: Mean Estimated Coefficients for Equation 1
(Weighted by Observations)

WestTotal Northeast North Central South

Schooling(bs)
High School.

. Black .0.39 .042 .031 .045 .024

White .049 .048 .048 .057. .034

College
8l-ack .117 :110 .132

1,

-.103 .125

White 105 Alp .098 .102 .108

Experience(cil .,
A -..,

High SchboT r

Black .031 .030 .026 !. .036 .030

White - .044 .040 .045 .048 .045

College
Black .034 .034 .031 ,033 .041

White .062 .062 .063 .061 .065

Exper.Squared(C)a
High School

Black -.049 -.045 -.039

White -.071 -.063 -.073 -.074

Col-lege
Black -.076 =.061 -.075 =.102

White -.116 -.117 -.117 -.109 -.119

,Note: a. Coefficients multiplied by'100. 5

-,
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It should also be pointed out that these estimates perhaps misstate the

4

true racial differential of labor market experience. The exoerience measure

used, again; is poteAtialexperience'and is the same as actual labor r-market

experience only if the individual is fully employed from Ihe time of leaving
. .

school. Since unemploYmentl'ates are significantly differe t for blacks and

whites, the estimated coefficients.do not accurately estimate tie earnings

effects of actual labor market experienceY r:evertheless, even if we adjust

the coefficients for mean differences in employment probabilities, we fi;

that the picture'is.changed,little.
17

, These estimates indicate at there are apparently siDrificant4iffer-

ences in the estimated earnings relationships -- differences defined by race,

sch6oling group, aid metrtpolitan area.
1P The exact implicati9cs of these

differences for the earnings of blacks and whites is, nevertheless, comp

cated. Across the eetropolitan areas for the study, the aggregated charac-

teristics of workers differ (e.g., the average amount of=schooling differs),

the rewards to different characteristics differ (I's indicated by the estimat-
,. A,

ed coefficients), and the.regional di.sribution of blacks and whites differ.

Therefore, the next section attempts to disentangle the infoluences of these

17 In 1970, the unemployment rate for black males was 7.3 percent compared

ilith 4.5 percent for white males. We can obtain an estimate of the ex-

pected amount of actual labor market experi e by multiplying potential

experience time the e pected probabilities of tmploymeat, as calculated

from. the percentages 5ove. If we do this transformation, we obtain mean
estimated experience. oefficients of .033 and .046 for blacks and whites,

respectively, in t high school group and .037 and .05 for the respec-

tive college group
4

13
Formal statistical tests of coefficient. differences indicate that they Are

significantly different across groups. however, giallithe,fair j large

samples for the separate estimations, statistical tests for dif erences
%

are not' very powerful. .

.

Further, it should be noted that the differences across indiKidual-

SMSAs are larger than those across the aggregate census dtvisions.,

'4 4
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separate factors.

One final note about the estimates is, howeer, necessary before leaving

the overall discussion of the estimated relationships. .Clearly, the estimat-

4

ed models are very,simple: There are many other factors which almost swrely

enter systematically into the determination of earnings. For example, much

..

of the analysis of earnings has considered the/issues related to omission, or

poor measurement, of "ability"-- where ahility is meant to imply systematic

skill differences among individuals. This is but one example of a possible

problem in model specification. some attempts have been made to expand

the list of deScriptors for individuals, lack of data from the Census of Po-

pulation,precludes going very far.
lg

This implies, as discussed below, some

ambiguity'in the interpretation of the estimated differences. Nevertheless,

the available estimates should provide some bounds on the different effects.z
4. DECOMPOSITION OF RACIAL DIFFERENCES

The previous section described some of the differences in estimated earn-

ings models between blacks and whites. As noted previously this is just one

component of aggregate differences in earnings. At the same time, differenc-

es in the distribution of worker characteristics (schooling and experience)

and differences in the location of blacks and whites enters into the determi-
.

19 One area of attention was'school quality differences. This was approached

in two ways. First, following the analysis of Weiss(1970), data on re-

gional differences in achievement was introduced. These data from Coleman

.
et al.(1966) provided estimates of grade level equivalents on standardized

reading scores by race and. region. Number of years of schooling was

transformed into quality equivalent years based upon thr region in which

.an jndividual grew up. Second, a series of dummy variables for region

grew up was introduced in an attempt to directly estimate quality differ- ,

ences. The first estimation Was indistinguishable from that presented in

terms of explained variance or significance of schooling coefficients.

The second estimation did not provide any consistent estimates of regional

impacts.
r-

-Z2-
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nation of aggregate earnings.

We begin first with a description of the aggregate differences in earn-

ings and characteristics. :fable 4 show mean earnings for blacks and whites

for the nation as a whole and for the separate census divisions. The.ditferi._

ences in mean earnings between blacks and whites in ,both schoOling classds

and across the census divisions are, as has beefn widely recognized, substan-

tial.

At the same time, there are also significant diffQrences in the average

haractertstics of workers. Within each schooling class, the mean black

years of schooling always fall substantially below that for whites. And,

I

black workers tend to be more inexperienced.20

The fltal two columns give some. indication'of the wage differentials-for

"similar" blacks and whites. . These coluMhs present the estimated present va-

lue of earnings for'workers with 'exactly 12 or exactly 16 year of schooling

(for high school and college groups respectively). In this, the separate re-'

gression estimates are used to calculate the expected earnings of a worker

IR

for each year of experience .(and the fixed level of schoo1M-0. These are

then aggregated, and discounted at 5 percent, to give' an estimate of the

earnings to be expected for an individual who remains in a specific region

throughout his working life. This therefore summarizes the entire ,earnings

profile estimated for each region. The results indicate dramatic differences

in earnings over the lifetime. For the average black high school graduate,

lifetime earnings (in 1969 dollars) fall $38,000 short of those for the aver-

age white high school graduate. 'For college gradu.ates, this differential

20 As noted previously, the gap in a(tual labor market experience is larger

than that portrayed in the table 4 because of higher black unemployment

rates.
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Table 4: Mean Eavinings,Schooling and Experience
(Weighted by'Observations)

Earnings
a ,

Schooling Experience
b

'Present Valuec

Black White, Black White Black White Black White

All 5435. 8373. 9.4 10.6 24.6 25.5 99917. 138056.

Northeast 6087. 8544. 9.9 10.7 23.9 26.3 107210. 137992.

N., Central 4681. 8897. 9.8 10.6 24.8 25.3 109839. 146394.

South 4488. 7517. 8.8 10.2 25.0 24:7 89043. 128807.

West 6584. 8912. -10.2 10.9 24.5 25.6 107484. 141030.

College

All 8132. 12654. 14.7 15.5. 36.4 18.7 151772. 205774.

Northeast 8147. 13010: 14.4 15.6 17.1 18.9 150993. 210427.

N.Central 8627. 12645. 14.6 15.3 16.7 18.4 160331. 207306.

South 7662. '12391. 15.0 15.5 15.4 18.2 135733. 198580.

West 8086. 12375. 14.5 15.3 16.7 19.2 161461. 204256.

Notes: . Earnings means aee geometric means of annual earnings for
full-time, full-year morkers.

b. Experience is calculated as (Age -years of schooling-6).

c. Present values of lifetime earnings streams are calculated
from regression estimates for each SMSA, assuming a five
percent discount rate.. --C-irc-U1 ---ae-e-,b-a-s-e-d-Opon exactly

'12 yearof sfflOoTing fbr the high school class and exactly

-16 years for the co-liege class. 29



rises to some'S54,000.

The previous discussion uses_the estimated earnings relatiohships to an-

.

alyze the expected differences in wages *for a "typical' black and white work-

er: one with the same quantity of schooling who iS:fully employed throughout

a lifetime. A ,different wayof viewing the earaingS relationshps Is to ana-

lyze the_overall_mean_earnings_cf:blacks_and whites and to estimate the sepa-

rate' components of these differences. This is done in Tables 5 and 6. These

tables combine the information about differences in average worker character-

with the information about he earnings relationships in the different

metrop Titan areas.

7!)able 5 assumes that whites are distributed regionally in the same pro-

portions as the observed blacks. Table 6, on the other hand, assumes that

blacks aredtstributed in the same proportions as the observed whites.

Therefore, both tables hold the regional%distributjons of whites and blacks

constant. The impact of different regional distributions of blacks and

whites can thus be seen through a comparison of the two tables.

The tables begin with. the aPlial mean earnings for blacks and whites, di-

.

vided by schooling class (coAumns 1: and 2). The two tables (5 and 6) differ

only in the weighting of the estimates: Table 5 weights by the actual metro-

politan distribution of blacks, while Table' 6 weights by the distribution of

whites. For blacks' with 12 or less years of schooling, average annual earn-

ings are 55,435 with the highest earnings found in the West..
21

For blacks

with some college,. average earnings are $8,132 with the highest averge earn -

21
It must be remembered that the populations used for these calculations are
based upon the sarnpla dtfinitions used in the earnings estimation. Sam-

pled observations must meet the selection criteria and, importantly, only
SMSAs with 25 or more individuals in a given race/schooling category are
included. Therefore, the populations are not, truly representative of the
entire population.

25 -30
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Table 5: 'Relative Black-White Earnitngs
(Black Regional Ditribution)

r

,Observed Predicted Mean Earnings.
Mean Earnings Black Coef. ,White Coef.

-Black. White White Mqans Black Means (1)/(2)
(1) (2) (3) (4)

(3)/(2) (4)/(2)'

High School

All 5435. 8299. 5744. 7687. 0.65 0.69 0.93'

NE .-..6087. 8658. 6386. 8133. 0.70 0.74 0.94

N.Cent. ; 6467. 9032. 6666. ,8564. 0.72 0.74 0.95

South 4488. 7618. 4846. 6877. 0.59 0.64 0.90

West 6584. 9108. 6812. 8687. 0.72 . 0.75. 0.95

College

All 8132. 12742.' 8854. 11422. 0.64 0.6 0.90

NE 8147. 13145. 8966. 11832. 0.62 .0.68 0.90

N.Cent. 8627. 12730. 9575. 11508. 0.68 0.75 0.90

South 7662. 12690. 8267. 11107. 0.60 0.65 0.88

West 8086.
1.

12376. 858.0. 0251. 0.65 0.69 0.91

I
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Table 6: Relative'Back-White Earnings,
(White R.egiOn.al Distribution)

Observed PredictecrMeaarnings
Mean Earnings Black 'Coef. White Coef;
Black White White Means Black Means (0/(2)
(1) (2) (3) (4)

,At

High school

All 5729. 8373. 5993. 7841. 0.68
NE 6161. 8548. 6440. 8044. 0.72
N.Cent. 6377. 88'97. 6546. '8459. 0.72
,South 4511. 7517. 4828. 6830. 0.60
West 6536. 8912. 6769. 8553. 0.73

College
A

All 8027. 126.54. .8,776. , 11301. 0.63
NE 7985. 13010. 8895. . 11615. 0.61,
N.Cent. 85 7. 12645. Q480. 11432. 0.68
Sadoth 741 N1/4, 12391. 7983. 10807. 0.60
West- 815 . 12375.1

.

8630. 11191. 0.66

32

(3)/(2) (4)/(2)

0.72 0.94
0.75 094
121.74 0.95
0.64 0.91
0.76 0.96

0.69 0.89
0.68 0.89
0.75 0.90
0:64 0.87
0.70 0.90,,,..



ings in the North Central region. If, Pon the other hand , blacks were dis-

tributed across the sampled SMSAs in the same proportions as %hites, the av-

erage earnings of a blatk.' with 12 or fewer years of schooling would be $5,729
(

(from Table 6), while average earnings der college educated blackswould

fall slightly. For whites, average observed earnings based upon the actual

white distribution are found in Table 6. For the two schooling classes, the

average actual earnings are $8,373 and S12,554. The observes averages of

;,hites would differ only slightly if they were distr uted across SMSAs in

the same proportions. as blacks. For tqhites, the highest average earnings are

fount' in the West for the high school category and in the northeast for the

college category;

k

however, the variation across regions for the college cate-

gory(as also indicated by Table 2) is rather small.

The next two columns provide counter factual eStimates of the expected

annual income=of: (i) a black who .was paid according to the local black earn -\

ings functions but had the characteristics of the average white in the SAS.A
22

and, (ii) a black with the characteristics of the average black in the region

but being paid according to the local white earnings_functio .23 These fSti-

1
ma-tes disentangle the effects on average earnings of differen s in worker

Idharacteristics and differrences in the rewards for given charac eristics. In

both schooling categories, the average black has fewer years of completed

schooling and less experience than the average white. Given the gionaT A41/

distributi6n of blacks and the pattern of loCal earnings relationsh'ps eo-

1

22
, All calculations are, specific to the schooling class. Thbrefore, f r ex-

ample, we consider the characteristics of the average white in the h oh

school group within each SMSA. ,

23 A person with the average black characteristics paid according to the lx5-

cal black earnings function would have an expected income exadtly .egual to

the observed mean black income and similarly for white means and white ,

earnings functions.

1 ,
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.lumn 3), raising averaoe black .scho61 ing and ekpertence to that of whites

would increase average black earnings for the nation as a whole to 55,923

4

(high school) and 58,776 (..coll41e). These average predicted earnings, howev-

er,,,repAn ub.stantially helow those for whites (with the same average char-
t - 'M 6

2 4 . O ..,

acteristi4 and regional OStrtbu ion). On a regional basis,the largest im-
. ,

1
. . .

provement JSOn'the South whey the disparit ies irt average'schooling levs.ls
4.,'

..

between whit. es and blacks is largest:-

Column 4 'considers the effects of differences in the Palings functions,
e

or rewards for'.5pecific factors, between hlacks and white . In these calcu-

lations, the regional distribution of blacks and the average characteristics

of black workers are held constant, and average black earnings based upon the

whited earnings functions are calculated, ere the differences are much more

dramatic. For the nation as a whole, ave age blackearnings are predicted to.

rise to 57,687 and 5I1.,422 for: the hip school and college gr6ups, respec-

tively. For the high school group, he rise would be even some'what larger 4f

blacks also were distributed across SMSAs in the same proportions as whites

(Table 6).

The results of these estimates are summarized in the final three columns

of the tables. These columns provide comp.arisors with observed mean white

----.. liv ..

earnings (by schooling class and area of the country). T e first is the ra-

tio of actual black earnings to those of white; the followirg two rely upon

the predicted earningsfor blacks from the two counterfactual cases.
0

Concentrating uponJable 5, we see that actual black earnings are 65 per-

cent ofwhite earnings for the high school group 64 for the college group).

The adjustment for differences in characteristics indicates that black work-

ers would receive 69 percent of what white workers receive if they had the

- 29 - 34
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dame levels of schoo4ing and experience but were paid according to' black

.earnings schedules. However, they would have ninety Percent,or more of wh'ite

earnings if they could be paid according to the white earnings functions (but
/

still Mad their lower observed levels of schoOling and experience). }.n otW

words, equalizing differences iCcharacteristics, would close 11-14 bercerit of

the racial gap in incomes,'but equalizing the payments for the measured char-
.

acteristics Would close 70-811 percent of the gap.

Across the different census divisions, the pi'Cture is quite consitent.
-,

P

Diff'erent reward structures, and not differences in wor6x.. ,characteristics,,

account for the vast majority of the differenqes in mean earnings' for blacks

and whites.

Table 6 merely rewtights the'earnings by the white distribution of work-
. a

ers across local areas. While, there are some small differences between Ta- .

tiles 5 and 6, they do not appear ?PgnTcant. In other words, differences in

the relative locations,of black, and white workers has little effect on''the :

relative mean earnings, etthobserved or predicted. 41,_

At this point, we must return- to issues of specification of the earnings
.

-

models. The models capture differences in 14ewerds that are related to.the
^

0

measured characteristics of.worker.s.: TD the extent that'fhe measured charac:,

teristics do not index differences that are importaig across workers:strict
4A

interpretatiOn of the different coefficients may be misleading.2 Again, con-
.

sider the simple example of school quality: If every year of schooling by

blacks involves less "learning" than years by ,whites, a white and black with

the same measured years of schooling would have 'systematic differences in

skills. In this case, we would expect a smaller schooling Coefficient for
,

24
For a general discussion of these issues, see,, dAiches(1977).
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blacks than for whites, men if the monetary rewar. s for actual learning were

the same. Because this seems like a real possibility, 1 r-11- not reasonable

to conclude tO,the differences --ire- -warnings parameters reflect pure discri-.

mination.

./

5. . SOME COrrOLUSIONS---

The previous analysis has considered hoc/ interactions among race, charac-

teristics of workers', and the structure of earnings for different individuals'
.

lead to the observed aggregate differences in black and white earnings. Thd

baic conclusion is that differences in rewards, or payments to different in

dividual characteristics, beteen blacks and whites are the major source of

differences in-aggregate earnings. !'1-any people would perhaps argue that this

was othious. But, if obvious, it is strangely at odds, with a variet'y of pn-

licies. Policies such,*as providing freer access to schools or Improving

School retention for blacks are directed at equating the characteristic's of

black and Ate workers in the schooling dimension. And much of tTi -atten-
.

ton to migration is concerned with improving the earnings of blacks through

redistribution across labor markets. These policies flow from o4ervatIons
.

.about the lower schooling levels of blacks and the distinct differencs in

locational patterns between races--but presume that black rewards to.these

factors ,.;i11 be sufficient' to close substantially the observed earnings dif-

fereneces. The evidence suggests such reductions in earnings will he rele,.

tively modest. For example, keeping the current distribution of blacks and'

whites across areas at the 1970 observed digtribution, equating experience

and schooling'levels of the average black i.n the high school.class would in-

crease relative black-white mean earnings from .65 to ,,69. Similarly, shuf;
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fling the regional distribution of blacks to match that of white (but keep-

ing average worker characteristics and re -!arils constant) would increase mean

black relative earnings from .65 to .63 In the other hand, holding indivi-

dual characteristics andlgeograAic location onstant but paying 'blacks ac2_,'

cording to the white earning schedules f each Sm.SA would increase relative *1--

earnings from .f,5 to .92-; in other words, three fourths of the earnings

gap would be closed.

4.

--,Interpretation of these results
,

mus_,A-t ertheless, be made within the

,"

contezt%of the very simplified models of individual earnings. ';Ihile some at-

tempts were made to include effects of differential school quality, they were

largely unsuccessful,,and the final models describe earnings differences

among individual simply in terms of years of schooling and experience levels

of individuals. 3ecause blacks and whites may differ in terms of unmeasured

attributes (sucgas.,school quality or abilities), the estimated earnings dif-

ferences would he distorted by, these. Therefore, the differences in earnings

attributed to differences in reward structures based solely on these measurer4

characteristics cannot be taken as a measure of pur-wage discrimination.25

These mates do provide some bounds on potential levels of "Wage discrimir

nation-{ -and the ev.i.dence suggests substantip room for discrimination.

4

C-

25 -Here the definition'of discrimination is differences in wages Ito 1.:.ident)-

,. cal" individuals of different races. The comparisons only ref,er to inHi-

vidua

.earns functions.,

26
More exactly, they refer to the earnings of full-time, full-year workers. .

Since the average black is much less likely to be such a worker, the earn-

, ings differences for the entire population are understated in this analy-

sis.

who are'the same in terms of the measured characteristics of the
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Finally, all of the estimates r'efere to earnings, in 1969.25 They do not

provide any information about changes that might have occurred since then.

The evidence'about dynamic changes is mixed. Smith and Welch(1977) argue

that there was steady improvement the relative earnings of blacks over the

decade of the sixties, and this would suggest that the. situation may well

have imrroved during the seventies. On the other hand, Lazaer(1979) argues

that this improvement may have been illusorythat employers raised current

,{ages in response to governmental pressures thug reducing the amount of
-\ /

t4iining provided to blacks. If this were true, one night expect a widening

of disparities since 1969. Thus, it 5.eems that extrapolation at this time

would be difficult.

38
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